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METACYCLIC p-ALGEBRAS
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(Communicated by Donald Passman)

ABSTRACT. Let if be a field of char K = p > 0, m, r any positive integers

with (p, m) = 1, and L a metacyclic extension of K with degree prm, i.e.

Gal(L/K) = (o-,T:rjPr = rm = 1, tot'1 = cre) for some integer e. If A is

a central simple if-algebra of degree pr and is split by L, then A is a cyclic

algebra. For r = 1, the theorem has been proved by A. A. Albert [1].

1. Introduction. In [1], A. A. Albert proves the following theorem,

THEOREM. Let K be any field of char K — p> 0, m any positive integer which

is relatively prime to p, and L a metacyclic extension of K with degree pm, i.e.

Ga\(L/K) = (a, r : ov = rm = 1, tot-1 = ae) for some integer e. If A is a central

simple K-algebra of degree p and is split by L, then A is a cyclic algebra.

The aim of this note is to generalize the above theorem to the case of p-algebras

of degree pr. Namely,

THEOREM. Let K be any field o/char K = p > 0, m, r any positive integer with

(p,m) = 1, and L a metacyclic extension of K with degree pTm, i.e. Ga\(L/K) =

(o,t: op = Tm = 1, rar-1 = ae) for some integer e. If A is a central simple

K-algebra of degree pr and is split by L, then A is a cyclic algebra.

2. The proof of the theorem.

LEMMA. Let K be any field, m, n any positive integers which are relatively

prime, and L a metacyclic extension of K with degree mn, i.e. Ga\(L/K) —

(c,t: o~n = rm = 1, Terr-1 = oe) for some integer e. If A is a central simple

K-algebra of degree n which is split by L and F = {a G L: a(a) = a}, then A®k F

is isomorphic to the cyclic algebra (b, L/F, a) for some b G Fx with r(b) = Xnbe

where X is some element in Fx.

PROOF. Let C be a central simple K-algebra of degree mn which is similar to

A. Then L is a maximal subfield of C. Let the centralizer of F in C be B. Then

B = A <S>k F. The automorphism rl on L, 0 < i < m — 1, can be extended to an

automorphism on C; again we call it r\ Then t*(B) — B.

Now L is a maximal subfield of B. Hence B = (b,L/F,a) for some b G Fx

[2, p. 71]. Then t(B) = (r(b),L/F,cre) and rl(B) = (r'^L/F.fj6'). Let us

denote the similarity classes of B and (b,L/F,o-) by [B] and [b, L/F, a] respec-

tively. Let / be an integer with ef = 1 (mod n). Then, by [2, Lemma 3, p. 72],
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[B] = [r'(B)\ = [T*(b),L/F,ae'} = [t'^YL/F,^'!'} = [r^bf'),L/F,a}.  There-

fore m[B] = Eo<i<m-i[r'(B)} = [c,L/F,cr] where c = Uo<r<m-i *'&')•

Now

b*f )

since ef — 1 (mod n).

Choose integer m0 with mm0 = 1 (mod n). Then [S] = mr,[c,L/F,a] =

[cmo,L/F,a\. Clearly r(cm°) = An(cm°)e for some A G Fx. This completes the

proof of the Lemma.

Now the proof of the theorem.

Let n — pr in the above Lemma. We have A ®k F is isomorphic to (b, L/F, a)

for some b G Fx with r(b) = Xp"be where A G Fx.

Note that the cyclic algebra (b, L/F, a) has a maximal subfield F(v) with vp* = b

and [F(v): F]=pr. (If the polynomial Xp' - b G F\X\ is not irreducible, apply [2,

Lemma 8, p. 75] to reduce the degree of A <S>k F and rework the Lemma.)

CLAIM. F(v) is a normal extension of K. Since F is a Galois extension of K,

it suffices to show that all conjugates of v over K are contained in F(v). Let f(X)

be the minimal polynomial of b over K. Then v is a root of f(Xp ) = 0. Hence, if

u is a conjugate of v over K, then u is also a root of f(Xp ) = 0. It follows that

upT is some conjugate of b, i.e. up' — r'(b) for some i. But rx(b) = A^ ¿>e' for some

XiGFx. Hence u?" = x( (ve')p'. It follows that u = Xtve' G F(v).

Since F(v) is normal over K, it follows that F(v) — F ®k E where E is the

maximal purely inseparable extension in F(v). Clearly, the purely inseparable

exponent of F(v) over F and that of E over K are the same, which is just r. Hence

E = K(w) for some w with wpT G K.

Consider A<S>k K(w). Since F(v) splits A<8>K(w) and [F(v) : K(w)\ is relatively

prime to the degree of A<S>k K(w). It follows that [A®«- K(w)\ — 0 in Br(K(w)).

By [2, Theorem 2, p. 108], A is a cyclic algebra.
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